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GLASS TECHNOLOGY 

IN VALVE MANUFACTURE 

This brief (lccount of some of the techllilJues of glass working lLsed in 
valve mrlUuf(lcture u,ims (It " general picture for those IUlfmniiiar with the 
(Irt. After e.'tplaining why glt/ss is used ill valves, the questio/l of stress control 
find its measltrement. by the poit/riscopc is eX(lmined. The problem of t.herllL('[ 
shock is noted. Finally, there is (Ill. (lccowll of gl(/Ss-w·/Iletal sealing using 
DUlIlel. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many people have, no doubt, asked them
selves why it is that glass is used so extensively 
in the construction of electronic valves. For that 
matter, one might wonder why it is used so much 
for manufacture of articles of everyday use, such 
as drinking vessels anQ bottles, which do not 
have to be transparent. Everyone knows that 
glass is brittle, and this disadvantage limits its 
wider use. However, it is a cheap material, 
and fairly easy and therefore cheap to fabricate. 
This means that articles which do not need to 
withstand heavy blows can be made of glass 
at lower cost to the consumer. Besides this, 
glass has the great advantage over, say, plastics, 
of being able to hold a high vacuum and to 
withstand the high temperatures necessary in 
valve making. All these reasons make it a 
desirable structural material to use in valves. 

GLASS AS A STRUCTURAL MATERIAL 

The basic points to consider with any struc
tural material are firstly its strength, and, 
secondly the stresses it encounters in use. 

Strength 

A charactestisic of many briltle mllterials is 
that Ihey are not strong in TenSion (pulJ), 
although they may be very slrong in compres
sion (push). (The main characteristics is that they 
exhibit very lillle "cold flow" or "creep" before 
breaking. That is, they do not bend much.) 
Concrete is a good example of a brittle material. 
Piers made of concrete will stand very high 
compressive loads, but no engineer would dare 
impose anything but the slightest tensile loads 
on them. Glass behaves similarly. It compres
sive strength is comparable to that of the 
strongest steel, but whereas the ultimate tensile 
strength of steel is about J 00,000 lb. per square 
inch, that of glass is only about 10,000 lb. per 
square inch. It is an odd fact that glass is 
very strong in the form of fine fibres, which, 
if fine enough, may have a tensile strength 
greater than 400,000 lb. per �quare inch. The 
reasons for Ihis are very fascinaling; and a rope 
made of fine glass fibres can be made stronger 
than steel. 
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Fig. I. 

The above figure of J 0,000 lb. per square 
inch refers to the surface strength of bulk glass. 
Oddly enough, bulk glass, unlike concrete, has 
a much greater tensile strength in its interior 
than at the surface. The interior will, in fact, 
withstand tensile loads about six times as great 
as will the surface. This fact, as we shall see, 
is of great practical importance. 

Stresses 

Consider, for example, a beam of concrete 
supported at both ends and with a weight in 
the middle, as in Fig. 1. The bottom surface 
is in tension. Since concrete is weak in tension, 
it is very likely to break, the crack beginning 
at the lower surface (near the middle, where 
the tensile stress is greatest). However, a 
modern building technique has overcome this. 
Suppose a beam of concrete with a small hole 
through its centre and a strong steel wire thread 
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Fig. 2. 

along this hole fixed to both ends of the beam 
and pulled very tight, as in Fig. 2. The wire 
is in very strong tension - which it can easily 
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